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Abstract: Thiobacillus ferrooxidans was cultured in continuous flow chemostats 

on FeSO, at pHl.6 and K 

was subject to one or other of non-competitive product inhibition (NCP1) or 

  

254% at pH2.5. On iron as the limiting substrate, growth 

predominatly competitive product inhibition (PCP1). This resulted in premature 

washout at dilution rates dependent on the concentration of FeSO, in the medium feed. 

Growth yield, apparent maintenance energy requirement and maximum specific growth 

rate ae were determined over a wide range of dilution rates for cultures subject 

to either NCPl or PCP1l. With tetrathionate as the limiting substrate no inhibition 

effects were observed in the chemostat pH2.5, although tetrathionate is an inhibitory 

substrate at some pH values. Yield, apparent maintenance and ee page eater 

For both substrates, true growth yield, Yo (g dry wt per g atom Fe or g mole 

KS 96 oxidized) was determined from the experimental data and enabled calculation 
24 

of the Yarp (g dry wt per mole ATP available from each substrate) and the probable 

° + ° : . . . 
ATP requirement for NAD reduction during iron oxidation. 

Introduction 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans is probably the principal organism responsible for 

bacterial acid leaching of all metal sulphide minerals including pyrite, copper 

sulphides and the acid-ferric leaching of uranium oxides. Much is now known about 

its basic physiology and biochemistry, but relatively little work has been published 

on its behaviour in continuous flow culture. In fact, it is only recently that 

interest in chemostat culture of any thiobacilli has developed /1-8/. 

Chemostat culture offers two kinds of information useful to the biotechnologist 

concerned with the leaching of minerals: (a) It provides precise data on the limits 

of bacterial growth and substrate turnover rates that might be possible in flowing
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leaching systems or in the continuous oxidation of ferrous iron in some liquor 

regeneration systems; (b) It provides fundamental information on the growth kinetics 

and biochemical energy yield from the oxidation of iron or sulphur compounds. 

Our studies since 1970 have produced information on T. ferrooxidans relevant to 

several aspects of leaching biotechnology and to assessing the high efficiency with 

which the bacteria can couple energy from iron oxidation to growth /5-8, 10-13/. 

In this report we summarize some of the principal findings of our basic study of 

growth kinetics on iron and tetrathionate in laboratory chemostat culture. 

Experimental 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans was maintained on FeSO, at pH1.6 or K,S,0, at pH2.5 

/5, 10, 12, 14/. For chemostat culture on iron, cultures (3 1) were stirred at 

1,100 r.p.m. in a Gallenkamp Controlled Environment Culture Apparatus, at 30° with 

automatic control of dissolved oxygen tension at 20mmHg and of pH1.6 by titration 

with 4N H,SO,. Cultures were gassed with air and 5ml co, min 2 and FeSO, supplied 

as the growth limiting nutrient at input concentrations between 9-200m™ /5/. 

Chemostat cultures (2 1) on growth-limiting tetrathionate (10mM) were grown in an 

LH Engineering CC1500 fermenter stirred at 500 r.p.m., maintaining 80-95% air 

saturation levels of dissolved oxygen, which was monitored continuously. Automatic 

control at pH2.5 was effected by titration with K,cO,. Biomass was determined as 

absorbance at 540nmin KS 06 cultures and as protein and dry weight in both 

cultures /5/. Ferrous and ferric iron were measured by titration /5/ and tetrathionate 

and other sulphur compounds by cyanolysis /15/. Elemental analyses of dried 

bacteria were performed on a Perkin Elmer Elemental Analyzer. 

Results and Discussion 

Cultures on Ferrous Sulphate 
  

T. ferrooxidans is subject to non-competitive and competitive product inhibition 

by ferric iron of ferrous iron oxidation /5, 7, 16/. A consequence of product 

inhibition was ‘premature washout' of continuous cultures at apparent critical 

dilution rates (D ) determined by the input concentration (Sp) of FeSo,. Thus 
rit 

the amount of Fe oxidized fell to 50% at different dilution rates for different 

Sp values as follows: 6,06h (for SR 200mM) ; 0.1 (100mM); 0.16 (25mM); 0.17 
1 

(20mM) ; 0.28 (9mM). The apparent Doe 

(9mM Feso,), 0.23 (20), 0.2 (25), 0.1 (100) and 0.07 (200), but further increase in 

(e.¢...252 ie oxidized 

values (by extrapolation) were 0.35h_ 

D produced stable steady states above’ the apparent Deo 

at D 0.6, SR 9mM). Using mi SR (9-25mM Feso,) steady states could be obtained at 

dilution rates up to 1.33h at which only partial oxidation of the available iron 

occurred. Substrate saturation coefficient (Ks) for re was 0./-2.4mM and wu 

1 .25-1.78h Steady state yield, Y, (g dry wt per g atom poe oxidized was ae 

raised with increasing growth rate, but this effect was much more marked in cultures
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subject to NCPl than PCPl. Thus Y using 25mM FeSO, was around 0.39 for 12 PCP1 

steady states between 0.05 and 0.268", but increased with 26NCP1 steady states from 

0.156 at 0.073h > 

relationships and enabled estimation of Yo and maintenance coefficient, m (g atom 

to 0,8 at 0.99h |, Plots of y against Me /17/ gave linear 

ot a. : : 
Fe oxidized per g dry wt), from the relationship /17/: 

by which Xo is the y intercept and m given by the slope of the cou x ee plot. 

For PCP1, Y, was 0.38-0.40 and m was 0-40 mmoles Fes0,/g dry wt/h. For NCPl, Yo was 

1.33 and mwas 430. 

Interpretation of Growth Yield Data 
  

Elemental analysis of T. ferrooxidans showed it to contain 48% carbon (g carbon 

per g dry wt). The Yo of eo thus represents fixation of 0.64 ee or 0.053 

mole co, fixed per g atom Fe oxidized and the oxidation of 19Fe per co, fixed. 

The principal mechanism of co, fixation in T. ferrooxidans is the Calvin cycle: 

CO, i OATR + 2NADH, = (CH.,0) + 3ADP + SP; + 2NAD 

+ 
ATP and NADH must both be generated during Te oxidation: 

4¥FeSO + 0, + 2H,S0/, * 2Fe,(S0,), » 2H.,0 

Fe +8 ote 4b 

Consequently fixation of 0.053 co, requires 0.106 NADH and 0.159 ATP. Reduction 

i : + 
of 0.106 NAD* requires 0.212 H or the oxidation of 0.212 Fe" . Consequently only 

0.788 tec is oxidized through the energy-conserving electron transport chain to 
g 

produce ATP. With a lo = 1 (P/Fe = 0.5) consumption of 0.197 mole 0, supports 

synthesis of 0.394 ATP/0.788 te, NAD’ reduction in T. tevont tne ie energy- 

dependent since electrons must pass to it from a ferrous-cytochrome c oxidoreductase 

reaction /13/. The ATP requirement for this step is not known with certainty. 

Much work has, however, been done with other bacteria to relate yield and available 

ATP. oe (maximum yield per ATP available) for total cell biosynthesis from 

monomers is 32 /18/. For biosynthesis from hexoses the ATP requirement is 0.0347 

ATP/g organisms /19/, hence for biosynthesis from the hexose formed from 0.053 co, 

fixed by the Calvin cycle, 0.046 ATP are required. Total ATP for fixation and 

biosynthesis (excluding NAD™ reduction) is thus 0.205 ATP. These data can be used 

to calculate the ATP requirement for NAD* reduction by "reverse electron flow" as 

indicated in Table 1. The true growth yield (Yq) of 1.33 can thus be interpreted 
+ 

as an apparent yl of 3.38 or, if ATP consumed for NAD reduction is discounted, 
M ATP 

Yap becomes 6.49. 

One of the most significant outcomes of these calculations based on Yo is the 
+ f A 2+ ; : 4 . 

conclusion that NAD reduction during Fe oxidation by T. ferrooxidans requires no
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. ets 
Table 1. Interpretation of Y, for Fe’ in terms of 
  

ATP synthesis and consumption for CO 

fixation and biosynthesis. 

  ie a 

Amount of rat oxidized (moles) 1.000 

2+ 
YG (g dry wt per g atom Fe ) 133 

CO, fixed (moles) 05053 

ATP requirment for co. fixation by the 0.159 

Calvin cycle (moles/0.053 co.) 

ATP requirement for biosynthesis from 0.046 

hexose (moles) 

Total ATP requirement (moles) 0.205 

NADH requirement (moles/0.053 cO,) 0.106 

ot ee f 
Fe oxidized to provide H for 0.212 

NAD” reduction (moles) 

2+ a! 
Fe oxidized to generate ATP (moles) 0.788 

2+ 
Total ATP formed (moles/0.788 Fe ) 0.394 

ATP available for NAD* reduction 0.189 

(0. 394-0. 205) 

ATP required to effect reduction 1.783 

of 1 mole NaD* 

more than 2 ATP per NADH produced. 

Cultures on tetrathionate 

Previous work with batch cultures and suspensions of T. ferrooxidans established 

that pH2.5 was optimal for growth and that tetrathionate produced substrate inhibition 

at pH below 2.5 or above 3.0 /10/.
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Using continuous flow cultures, tetrathionate (Sps 10mM) was essentially completely 

oxidized in steady states at dilution rates between 0.02-0.06h-, and yield 

increased as growth rate was increased. Washout occurred at 0.08h"+, Yield (Y) 

and specific rate of tetrathionate oxidation (45 106 = mmoles KS 06 /h/ g dry wt) by 

steady state cultures were determined at eight dilution rates and enabled calculation 

Of Yo and m (Table 2) 

  

G 

Table 2. Kinetic Data from Chemostat Culture on Tetrathionate 

Dilution Rate Yield 48,0, 

(n+) (g_ dry wt/g mole Ky8,0¢) (mmoles/h/g dry wt) 

0.021 8.11 2,52 

0.029 3.2 3.54 

0,032 8.35 3.79 

0,037 8.76 4,21 

0.041 9.16 4,51 

0.043 9.98 4.17 

0.062 10.35 5.88 

0.063 10.69 6.07 

el = 
Yo (= Yat D=OonY xD plot) 14.3 

Y. (= 1/slope of q x D plot) 13.5 (by regression analysis) 
G 819 

mL =] 
m (= slope of Yj xD) plot) 1,58 

m. (= q at D = 0 on Igy ¥D plot) 1.45 (by regression analysis) 
46 

Yo (Average value) 13,49 

m (Average value) Lioe 

Interpretation of Growth Yield Data 

Making the same assumptions as for Fe =limited cultures, the following 

interpretation is possible: Yo of 13.9 for bacteria containing 48% Carbon indicates 

fixation of 0.556 mole CO.,/mole Ky$ 06 oxidized. By the Calvin cycle, this 

requires 1.668 ATP and 1.112 NADH, .
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Since overall tetrathionate oxidation is given by: 

K,8 06 13.0 o, + 3H,0 = K,80, + 3H,S0, . 

KS,0, = 70. 92 14 4 

the formation of 1.112 NADH, requires 2.224 H leaving 11.776 H for respiratory 

oxidation, or indicating that 0.841 mole KS 9 provides ATP by electron transport 

phosphorylation to support a Yo of 13.9. Lf the Yarp of 3.38 calculated for 

Fe” “dependent cultures applies to tetrathionate cultures (i.e. 1.78 ATP required 

per NADH formed) then the Yo of 13.9 indicates 13.9/3.38 = 4.11 ATP formed during 

oxidation of 0.841 K,8,0¢ or 4.89 ATP per mole Ky8 19+ 

2ATP/mole, this figure becomes 5.2 ATP/mole KS, 0+ 

+ . : 
If NAD reduction requires 

These calculations indicate that about 5ATP are formed during oxidation of one 

mole of tetrathionate. This rather low figure would be consistent with the 

occurrence of some oxidative phosphorylation (e.g. accompanying sulphite oxidation), 

possibly accompanied by substrate level phosphorylation (involving APS), but could 

indicate that some oxygen consumed during tetrathionate oxidation is used for an 

oxygenase reaction/19/ rather than as a respiratory chain oxidant. 
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